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Art is my soul.
Design is my breath.
and
Media is my life.
Seemingly…
life without art,
design,
and media
will be meaningless
since
they have molded me
to be
who I was,
who I am,
and hopefully
who I wish to be…

It is the transformation
from a common statement of purpose
to a visual communication artform.
More than words,
it depicts my inspiration from art and design in order
to express emotionally as well as inform effectively through hierarchical information
navigational eye flow for acquiring information
and unity of layout to vividly demonstrate my motivaiton to study
doctoral programme
in Art, Design and Media (ADM)
at the Nanyang Technology University (NTU).
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Motivation
As my creative inspiration,
I cannot help but read more into the abbreviation ADM.
The motto “Promoting Creative and Independent Thinking”
aroused my zest of artistic design,
effective visual communication,
as well as creative brand strategy.
This spurred me to design a logo
to alternatively promote the NTU ADM programme.

As the conspicuous standing point,
the ADM programme at NTU practically allows interdisciplinary fields of study
to merge through the unique integration of
art experimentation with academic research.
This perceptive viewpoint actually reflects ADM’s Brand DNA
as a place for Promoting Creative and Independent Thinking.
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each letter conveys its own characteristic hidden messages as follows:
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1. As an alternative
viewing option,
the typical textual
statement of purpose
is artistically transformed
into a visual artform by just
clicking at a link;
My Mockup Graphic Project
“ADM PhD Statement of Purpose”
at www.jarbmedia.com
2. Bachelor of Educational Media with the second-class honours from
Ramkhamhaeng University, Associate Degree in Multimedia Production on
Merit Award from the Illinois Institute of Art, Chicago, Illinois, USA., and
Master of Liberal Arts in Mass Communications with full scholarship from
Oklahoma City University, Oklahoma, USA.
3. a magazine photographer for a women’s magazine “Rainbow”,
a video cameraman and video editor producing
a children’s TV program “Child Prodigy”, and
a video producer creating various types of
video packages such as incentives, promotions,
corporate and music videos
4. One year at Truman College, Chicago, IL, U.S.A., and then 15 years
in the Media Communications Department at Webster University Thailand
5. Personification in digital media transformation is derived from the concept
of Brand Personality: Aaker, Jennifer L. (1997), “Dimensions of Brand Personality,”
Journal of Marketing Research, 34 (July), 347–56.
6. Conceptualized from the ideology of digital culture from:
Creeber, G. 1., & Martin, R. (2009). Introduction,
In Digital cultures (pp. 2-6). Maidenhead, England:
Open University Press.
7. These have become critical signs of mental health
issues since last year as the following shocking headlines:
‘Thailand is the leading ASEAN nation
in annual suicide rates’ (The Thaiger &
The Nation, January 01, 2020).
d
‘Suicide a growing global problem and
Thailand is no different’
(Mala, D. & Wipatayotin, A,,
Mar 10, 2019).
8. Srisupawat, B., &
Beckstein, A. (in progress,
Oct 2021),
COVID: Despair & Hope,
a slam poem with
inspirational video for
mental health promotion
through Covid-19 Pandemic,
IMEC 2021: International
Meaning Event & Community,,
UK.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch? v=bX9VC9Ehz8I
9. Srisupawat, B. & Beckstein, A.
(2021, July 14).
The potential applications of art
for wellbeing [Paper presentation].
International Conference on Quality of
Life, Psychology and Education,
Sabah, Malaysia.
https://icqpe2021.ums.edu.my/
10. Based on 2022 QS World Ranking:
https://www.topuniversities.com/
university-rankings/
world-university-rankings/
2022
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A as an abbreviation of Art is conceptualised
to signify the artistic motif from a brush stroke
to formulate a futuristic letter form hybrid between manual creation and digital rendition.
Besides, the brush stroke could conspicuously
symbolises oriental culture
and together with a Roman letter
they seamlessly meld
East and West as well no boundary in art.
D as an abbreviation of Design is conceptualised
to convey the philosophy of design both in 2D and 3D.
As a 2D Design,
this unique letter form of D
with a circle like an eye is used
to conspicuously represent
the concept of visual communication
where the form connotes content
to evoke the sense of sight.
As a 3D Design,
this aerodynamic form of D
with a circle
like a button or a hole are alternatively used
to tangibly embody functionality
where the form now serves as function –
to push or to hold.
M as an abbreviation of Media is conceptualised
to reflect the never-ending dynamic nature of media
within society similar to life’s pulse
as an everchanging indicator of life*.
In addition, the extended interactive part like the bio-contact - of the M
also represents the interpretation, interactivity,
and perception of humans through
digital media, digital humanity, and digital culture.
*Art, design, and media
are the legacy of culture,
so they are constantly moved by
trends, force, or reformation
according to technology,
ideology, economics,
politics, etc.
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